Manufacturing

Video Conferencing Managed Services in manufacturing
Businesses are continuously looking for ways to effectively communicate and collaborate while simultaneously
cutting costs and gaining competitive advantage. The market forces impacting manufacturing supply chains today
are driven by the consumer and their constant expectation for price reductions, innovation and time-to-market
reductions.
To address all three, businesses need to look at new methods for effectively managing supply chains. Traditionally,
high purchase costs for infrastructure, the need to find, hire and retain specialist skills to support and manage
video conferencing, along with the scepticisms over reliability, security and benefits of using video, has discouraged
wide scale adoption; but not anymore.

Minimise the
need for local and
international travel,
saving time, money
and your carbon
footprint.
Enjoy high definition
and security.
Increase collaboration,
interactivity and
discussion.
Enjoy around the
clock, global support real people, speaking
your language.

These challenges are now a thing of the past. UCi2i’s video conferencing
managed services can relieve you from those technical frustrations,
management costs and need for infrastructure, delivering a reliable, secure,
supported and high quality video experience.

Supply chain management

Manufacturing requires constant management of suppliers and third
parties. Video conferencing enables suppliers to coordinate together
simultaneously, face to face, at any time, without the need to travel.

Product development and R&D

Larger manufacturers have developers spread across the globe. Visiting
these developers and making sure all the work is on track would usually
require a lot of time, effort, and of course travel. Video can empower
developers from anywhere in the world to collaborate together on projects
in a fraction of the time it used to take. Specialists from multiple regions can
work together to produce the best products cost-effectively and instantly.

Training and professional development

Through video conferencing, all workers can receive the same training
simultaneously whilst reducing the cost of trainers and travel. It can all
happen in one place, the Virtual Meeting Room. UCi2i’s content sharing
platform maximises the reach and value of multimedia presentations
for corporate training. Anyone can easily create multimedia training
presentations from any video conferencing endpoint and archive for
on-demand access.
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For collaborative business on the move. Wherever you are. UCi2i
Efficient quality management

Those responsible for quality management need to oversee several plants at the same time and suppliers
are expected to solve problems quickly. With video conferencing, time used to make these important
decisions can be reduced and a number of plants can be managed effectively from one location. We
enable manufacturers to effectively manage complex supply chains where the responsibility for different
steps in a process continually shifts from one supplier to the next; back in-house and out again.
Making sure foreign partners are following your critical standards allows you to easily and instantly
inspect your third party’s contribution to your product and be sure that they are accountable to your
quality standards.

Building stronger relationships

People buy from people. Businesses grow on trust and capability. Collaboration and innovation occur
best in a face to face, real-time environment that leads to stronger relationships with more people.
UCi2i provides manufacturers with the ability to collaborate and innovate over long distances, overcome
cultural differences more quickly and coordinate activities amongst different time zones. Our B2B
platform creates a secure path through firewalls for instant visual communications with suppliers,
outsourced partners and customers.

Customer relationships management

The newer the client, the more frequent and accessible the conversations need to be. Daily video
conferences in the start-up phase of relationships keep new projects on track and increase the odds of
the desired outcome; customer satisfaction.

Talent acquisition

Using video conferencing to find, hire and retain staff is not new. Doing that face to face easily and often,
is. Being able to pre-interview before the candidate is brought to headquarters
eliminates time wastage and also lets the manufacturer demonstrate its flexibility
and technically advanced workplace. Equally, video conferencing allows
highly skilled workers who want more job flexibility to work effectively
from a home office or remote site.
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